Therapeutic Pathways of Vesicovaginal Fistula, From the Past to the Future: A Mini-Review
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ABSTRACT

Over the last decade, innovation of medical interventions concerning less radical surgery consists cornerstone of therapeutic management.

Among gynecologic surgical procedures, medical experience and completion of educational curve lead to the decrease of potential post-operative complications.

Vesicovaginal Fistula (VVF) represent ultimate medical injury in cases of total laparoscopic or abdominal hysterectomy.

The aim of our study, consists of primary detection of such cases, assiduous imaging depiction, and ultimate therapeutic strategy.

New technical innovations and less radical intervention consist of necessary conditions to establish proper therapeutic mapping.
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Introduction

Vesicovaginal fistula (VVF) consists of the non-physiological adjustment among urine bladder and vaginal wall.

Predisposition factors reflect the age of the patient, size and location of the leakage, gynecologic-social status and surgical severity [1].

Unfortunately, depicted in the current bibliography, terminology of the developed and developing country represent an essential role, to clarify the pathophysiologic origin of this entity [2].

Major unsolved condition in developing countries consists of poor perinatal care leading in the short interval of time in the formation of VVF.

On the other hand, VVF formation in developed countries affects postoperative complications of gynecologic surgical procedures or post-radiation effects in female patients with malignant diseases.

VVF as surgical entities can be very distressful, leading to enormous medical, social, and most of all psychogenic consequences [3].

Besides hysterectomy as a major leading etiologic factor, other rare pathogenic procedures such as urologic and gastrointestinal, illegal abortions, caesarian sections, and congenital anomalies can depict identical imaging findings [4].

Harkki-Siren et al. reported an estimated incidence of VVF 0.8 out of 1000 among hysterectomy surgical procedures [5].

The establishment of proper clinical diagnosis and assiduous therapeutic mapping depends on physical examination with the Cystoscopy performance allows us to determine the size and anatomic area of the fistula reflected with its relationship with the ureteric orifice.

Taking into consideration all these data can be easily mapped the whole therapeutic strategy along with the kind of penetration.

Therapeutic strategy can be conservative at least for start or radical undergoing transvaginal or transabdominal entrance.

The aim of our study consists of the scientific depiction of proper diagnosis and treatment of VVF along with the presentation of new models of therapeutic mapping.

A systematic review of recent bibliography concerning proper diagnosis and treatment of VVF.

Assiduous depiction of imaging findings resulting in databases such PubMed and Cochrane database.

Discussion

The formation of VVF represents a relatively rare surgical entity. Focusing on developed countries, VVF depiction reflects as the postoperative outcome of abdominal or laparoscopic hysterectomies.

The primary diagnosis of VVF consists of urine leaking through the vaginal walls. The optimal postoperative time is between the 7th and 12th pod.

Imaging lesion establishment divides into two simple steps. First, insertion of the bladder walls with methylene blue as contrast substance. Second, the installation of a tampon inside the vaginal area.

Among patients with VVF diagnosis, colorization of the inserted tampon was performed.

Cystoscopy, an essential tool concerning the diagnosis of VVF, can provide optical depiction, depending on the size and
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location of the VVF.

We can also install a small urine catheter through the formatted fistula to record the fistula trajectory into the vagina walls. Taking into consideration the anatomic area of the vaginal apex, many current studies called them vault fistulas [6].

These cases adjust the anterior vaginal wall, just in front of the transverse vaginal scar, where the cervix was attached [7].

The optimal therapeutic strategy of these cases was established through Latzko operation, consisting of pure vaginal penetration. During this surgical procedure, a vault colpocleisis without any attempt at the dissection of the fistulous tract is performed [8].

The current bibliography classified VVF in three major categories, depending on lesion expansion. Simple VVF, with a diameter <3 cm, complex with diameter >3 cm, and other types of VVF as extra-complex [9].

Surgical intervention represents the routine therapeutic mapping among VVF. Optimal timing consists a postoperative period of 6 months to provide enough recovery time of the inflammation and the sinus edema [10].

Shi Qigang et al. suggested that VVF with a diameter less than 0.5 cm can be conservative treated with urinary catheterization and antibiotics [11].

Zhou Rong et al. reported 2 cases of VVF with 0.5 diameter who recovered 2 months after conservative treatment [12].

Simple VVF can easily be treated with conservative vaginal approaches.

On the other hand, an optimal therapeutic strategy of VVF can be performed, through myocutaneous flap or abdominal approach [13].

According to current literature, there is a strong possibility of vaginal shortening through the vaginal approach, with severe post-operative complications such as dead space depiction, vaginal edema and infection of the local anatomic area. The abdominal approach is usually preferred in large VVF, located near the ureter orifices, in patients with severe atomic history and other systematic lesions [14].

Performance of abdominal approach allows the assiduous penetration of the peritoneal cavity leading to use of myocutaneous flaps.

Omentum flap consists the optimal therapeutic mapping of VVF [15].

In such cases, a multidisciplinary approach through urologists, general and plastic surgeons seem mandatory. New therapeutic techniques are essential in order to increase the therapeutic outcome and patient’s quality of life and minimize all potential postoperative complications. The laparoscopic approach allows a panoramic view of the whole peritoneal cavity, avoidance of bladder penetration, leading to suturing of the urine leakage [16].

In such cases, the use of an omentum flap is very essential. However, according to several recent reports, there are no benefits in delaying surgical repair once acute inflammation subsides, and early surgical repair can achieve success rates equal to those of the previously mentioned strategy.

Robotic use as therapeutic mapping of VVF minimizes even further all postoperative complications, optimal increasing surgical success rate [17].

In cases with increase residual rate, or decreased surgical rate, a few new therapeutic techniques are very helpful and promising. Many conducted studies arising from the current bibliography, such as blood-based products (autologous platelet-rich plasma and fibrin glue) managed to establish new standards and accomplish their scope [18].

Sharma et al. first described the use of endoscopic injection of fibrin concerning the therapeutic strategy of VVF, not depicting any potential postoperative complications [19].

Streit-Cieckiewicz et al. described the use of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) in cases of VVF with the increased rate of recurrence, depicting successful surgical intervention in the 4th-6th postoperative week [20].

BMI consisted as predisposition factor concerning conservative treatment or surgical failure of VVF.

Patients with low BMI should be boosted with Auxiliary adipose tissue to minimize any potential postoperative complications.

Focusing on surgical intervention, due to ischemic or iatrogenic support of the urethra, can easily lead to Stress Urinary Incontinence (SUI) [21].

In such cases, use of a urethral sling seems controversial. Due to extended recovery time, many patients develop controversial mental or psychokinetic distress syndrome.

Many conducted studies report persistent depression in patients after VVF repair [22].

In these cases, a holistic management approach, including mental health care and family support is mandatory.

In many developed countries, mainly in Africa, stigma depiction in women with VVF formation is very often [23].

In these countries, stigma also permeates into religious spheres, as women with fistulas are often isolated from their places of worship or prohibited from practicing their faith.

The final chapter of VVF repair consists of follow-up surveillance. The first follow-up attempt is being scheduled after one month. Assiduous physical examination and imaging findings seem essential.

If the follow-up depiction is controversial a new cystoscopy is mandatory to ensure the leak repair or to reveal any signs of recurrence.

The aim of our study remained to present and analyze VVF formation, focusing on the pathophysiologic approach and assiduous therapeutic mapping.

Iatrogenic experience and detailed analysis of these surgical entities consist essential tools in proper therapeutic management.

Conclusion

VVF depiction usually consists of surgical complications arising from gynecologic surgical interventions. In addition to the current bibliography, many conservative methods have been conducted to minimize any potential postoperative complications.
A multidisciplinary approach is mandatory to prohibit such composed entities and increase patient’s quality of life.
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